Manga

Shônen Manga
Omega Complex - COMPLETED SERIES
Izu & Shonen

What would the world be like if nuclear war between the USA and the USSR had occurred?
What if the survivors had found a way to use radioactivity as a power source? Nevada, 1987.
10 years after the end of nuclear war, the country has been rebuilt. Thousands of civilians are
still irradiated. Fortunately, the government developed a treatment called G.H.O.S.T. (Gray-Human-Omegon-Synthetized-Treatment). By using it, a human being can not only slow down the effects of radiation to his body; he can control it. The Erynies are humans that can use G.H.O.S.T.
to activate such incredible abilities. 23-year-old Kama is a low-ranked bounty hunter who runs a
slum where irradiated people are too poor to afford the G.H.O.S.T. treatment. His primary objective is to hunt Erynies. One day, he is asked to capture Ananke, a young, female leader of an extremist group responsible for
stealing an H-bomb from a military base. Detonating the stolen bomb could mean the end to the planet’s fragile peace. But
with a $50 Million bounty, Kama isn’t the only one looking for Ananke: he must compete with the greatest bounty hunters
on Earth to get to her.

Pity

Mathieu Guibe & Marie Tho
16-year-old Kaïlan can see the future in his dreams. This gift becomes a curse when he foresees his
own death. His descent into hell has just begun and his troubled mind has only one goal: stopping
his death before it can really happen. But is it even possible? With its classic theme of clairvoyance
and all the complexities that subsequently come with it, Pity addresses one of humanity’s most
important quandaries: do we have free will, or is everything predetermined?

Satori - COMPLETED SERIES
Niko & Klem

The incredible and true life of Aikido founder, Morihei Ueshiba. Ueshiba was a weak boy and
a poor student, whose only talent was martial arts. Major moments in 20th century Japan,
including the colonization of Hokkaido, the development of Manchukuo, and the Second World
War, are captured as we follow Ueshiba through his years wandering the land and practicing
martial arts. Amidst these upheavals of history and Ueshiba’s own personal journey, we learn
how Aikido was born.

Omega Complex
Vol. 1 - Pulsar, 224 pages, b&w, 2009
Vol. 2 - Quasar, 192 pages, b&w, 2009
Vol. 3 - Blazar, 192 pages, b&w, 2011
Format: 12.7 x 18 cm, softcover, 3 volume series
Rights sold : Portuguese (Brazil)

Pity
One-shot - 176 pages, b&w, 2009
Format: 12,7 x 18 cm, soft cover
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Satori
Vol. 1 - 176 pages, b&w, 2009
Vol. 2 - 144 pages, b&w, 2011
Format: 12.7 x 18cm, softcover, 2 volume series

All In - COMPLETED SERIES
Irons. D, N'Dish & Studio Xian Nu

Thomas is a pathological liar, a flaw that makes his life a living hell… However, his destiny
changes when he realizes his extraordinary capacity to lie—and recognize other liars—is a vital
tool in the card game, Poker! All In is the first Manga devoted to Poker. The reader follows step-bystep the adventures of Thomas as he learns how to play the famous card game and, in the process,
climbs up the ranks in competitive tournaments. Thanks to the advice of professional players,
the writing is punctuated by realistic sets and strong characters, each one more intriguing than
the other. Finally, All In is a comedy in which Poker reflects human flaws, while simultaneously
making the world of Poker more accessible to the general public.

Pen Dragon
Mika

Where DragonBall and the quest for the Holy Grail meet. Pen Doragu is the son of the unsuccessful Dragonaut hunter, Thunder. Like his dad, he sucks at hunting Dragonauts, Machiavellian
beings who eat the eggs of the Ora, the divinities worshipped in Pen’s village. Making matters
worse, the village is about to fall under the curse of the Ora, which will slowly transform every
inhabitant into a Dragonaut. To save them, Pen has only one solution: follow the advice of an
old hermit, Merilun, and search for a very specific Ora egg. Unknowingly, our young scatterbrain
hero embarks on a quest for the Grail, facing the Knights of the Round Table. The fate of the
world is, henceforth, in the hands of the clumsiest 12-year-old boy in the whole country.

Hand 7 - COMPLETED SERIES
Sébastien Célimon & Alber CG

A sports comedy, Hand 7 revives the sports genre in Manga while introducing a new concept:
the first sports Manga devoted to handball! A true reinterpretation of the classic Seven Samurai
story in a sports setting, it tells the story of Nina, the daughter of a mediocre handball coach, as
she tries to bring together seven players to save her father from losing his job. She faces a small
obstacle: none of the handball players in this small town want to play for her father. She has to
recruit other athletes, like Jao, the soccer player, or Kami, the long jump star, to form a team of
“mercenaries” who can quickly learn this new sport.

All In
Vol. 1- That’s Poker, 176 pages, b&w, 2007
Vol. 2 - Back in Business, 176 pages, b&w, 2008
Vol. 3 - Under the gun, 172 pages, b&w, 2009
Format: 11.5 x 17.5 cm, softcover

Pen Dragon
Vol. 1 - 196 pages, 2007
Vol. 2 - 192 pages, 2008
Vol. 3 - 192 pages, 2009
Format: 11.5 x 17.5 cm, softcover, 3 volume series
Rights sold: Spanish, Indonesian, French (Algeria)
& Portuguese (Brazil)
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Hand 7
Vol. 1 - 182 pages, b&w, 2007
Vol. 2 - 182 pages, b&w, 2008
Vol. 3 - 162 pages, b&w, 2008
Format: 12.7 x 18 cm, softcover, 3 volume series
Rights sold: Indonesian

B.B. Project - COMPLETED SERIES
Kaze & Shonen

For many years the city of Kyoto has been involved in a secret war between extremist Japanese
teenagers advocating the expulsion of Gaijin (foreign people) from Japan, and others who defend
their integration. To prevent an escalation of violence between these rival gangs, both sides have
agreed to resolve the Gaijins’ fate for good, in an underground tournament where the best fighters
from each side will battle. The B.B. Project (short for “Black Boat Project”) refers to U.S. Commander Perry’s “Black Boats”: the symbol of the arrival of the Gaijin on Japanese soil.

Vairocana - COMPLETED SERIES
Moa Hato

A story mixing adventure and fairy tale, Vairocana explores the myth of the hero in a wholly
original, yet classic, fashion! The prince of the Szak territory, Iska, inadvertently releases the ancient monster Nue, when he steals the katana that had sealed away the beast for 400 years. The
monster’s first victim is Iska’s father. Because of his action, Iska is also cursed by an evil power…
To atone for his fatal mistake, Iska, along with the stolen katana, embarks on a dangerous journey, chasing down Nue to the ends of the world in order to make him pay for his sins. Legend
dictates that Nue can only be killed by one weapon, the famous katana “Yukihira” which was
manufactured by a demon in the Temma clan.

Love’Inc
Karos & Kalon

The first comedy set in Business School! Nicolas has spent the first 19 years of his life in Ayet, an
isolated village deep down in Lot-et-Garonne, in the south of France. Since childhood, he’s been
trained for just one single purpose: to become a great wine-producer, as the heir to his father’s estate. He’s never been to school and has spent his life only between grapevines and private studies,
and his knowledge of the outside world doesn’t stretch far beyond the boundaries of his village.
But the family business is in danger because of competition coming from Spanish wines. There
is only one solution: to modernize their business structure. Nicolas’ father must send his son to a
Parisian business school, where he will gain the necessary knowledge to save the family business
from going bankrupt. Nicolas has no choice: torn between his fears and his desire to discover a new world, he must leave his
beloved countryside for the first time ever and discover the life of the Institut National du Commerce, full of parties, associations, freshman weekends, and of course, love stories.

B.B. Project
Vol. 1 - 192 pages, b&w, 2007
Vol. 2 - 196 pages, b&w, 2007
Vol. 3 - 196 pages, b&w, 2008
Vol. 4 - 192 pages, b&w, 2009
Vol. 5 - 192 pages, b&w, 2010
Format: 12.7 x 18 cm, softcover, 5 volume series
Rights sold : Portuguese (Brazil)

Vairocana
Vol. 1 - 176 pages, b&w, 2008
Vol. 2 - 176 pages, b&w, 2008
Vol. 3 - 176 pages, b&w, 2009
Format: 11.1 x 17.2 cm, softcover, 3 volume series
Rights sold: Arabic (Algeria), Portuguese (Brazil)
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Love’Inc
Vol. 1 - Assoces Wars : L’attaque des clowns, 172 pages, b&w,
2007
Vol. 2 - Lost... in Cap d’Agde, 176 pages, b&w, 2007
Vol. 3 - Le Seigneur des blaireaux, 176 pages, b&w, 2008
Format: 12.7 x 18 cm, softcover, 3 volume series

Shôjô Manga
Kairi

Audrey Diallo & Janina Görrissen
Kairi is a 17-year-old girl living in Chiba, near Tokyo. While she celebrates her boyfriend’s birthday with him, her parents die in a car accident. It’s the beginning of a life full of tragedy for the
young Kairi, who will have to grow up much faster than expected. From the sale of her parents’
house to a suicide attempt, not to mention a break-up with her boyfriend, Kairi takes the reader
into the torments of teen life in this realistic drama. Kairi’s stories depict the hardship of living
in modern society when you are completely alone and helpless.

Seinen Manga
E-Dylle

Karos, Nola & Kalon
The first investigative romance Manga ever written! Florent Capentier is a successful man: after
completing his studies with excellent grades at the National Institute of Commerce (where he met
the characters of Love’Inc), he now runs a famous online dating agency: edylle.com. Thanks to
his website, Florent becomes a very wealthy man, and desired by the most beautiful women. Yet,
for his 30th birthday, his closest friends try to help him find the true meaning of happiness by
searching for a way to help him love someone other than himself. A letter Florent wrote, but never
sent, proves that he had once truly been in love… But with whom? His friends are going to try
everything to find out… Will you be able to guess who it is before they do?

Tengu-Do - COMPLETED SERIES
Nikolavitch & Rossetto

A young man, disciple of a sword master, decides to hunt the Tengu, a demon creature that has
kidnapped his master. On his quest for the Tengu, he enters a labyrinth from which he’ll never
escape. Tengu-Do (which roughly translates to “The Way of the Demon”) is a diabolical story
based on a complex temporal maze that both the hero and the reader unwittingly enter. Beginning
in the context of traditional medieval Japan, this tale of 12 chapters takes the character through
time, from the epic battle of Kyushu, to the destruction of Hiroshima, and to the story’s fatal
conclusion: the infernal and eternal return of destiny.

Kairi
Vol. 1 - 160 pages, b&w, 2007
Vol. 2 - 160 pages, b&w, 2008
Vol. 3 - 160 pages, b&w, 2008
Format: 11.1 x 17.2 cm, softcover, 3 volume series
Rights sold : Portuguese (Brazil)

E-Dylle
Vol. 1 - 176 pages, b&w, 2008
Vol. 2 - 176 pages, b&w
Format: 12.7 x 18 cm, softcover, 2 volume series
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Tengu-Do
Vol. 1 - Disciple, 144 pages, b&w, 2007
Vol. 2 - Ronin, 144 pages, b&w, 2007
Vol. 3 - Maître, 144 pages, b&w, 2008
Format: 15 x 21 cm, softcover, 3 volume series
Rights sold: Indonesian, Portuguese (Brazil)

